, ISBN 978-1-911529-16-3, full text available for free http://eprints.nottingham.ac.uk/47183/1/mapping-and-the-citizensensor.pdf
Chapter 11 addresses the important aspect of reusability and investigates protocols, techniques, and examples on how to connect with other datasets or projects, and how to ensure that VGI follows FAIR principles.
The next two chapters examine the roles of national mapping agencies (NMA) and strategies to better integrate VGI and GI from spatial data infrastructures (SDI). Unfortunately, the issue is approached entirely from the point of view of how VGI could be made to fit existing SDI's. However, much geographic information that individual citizens currently use (with the exception of OSM) is in private hands. At least it seems like a missed opportunity not to explore more options of opening up SDI's for general use (and no, just publishing the dataset on a geoportal is not enough). Although the reader finds a long list of recommendations on how to approach the integration issue, given the massive accumulated expertise and experience of the authors, either a prioritization or fewer but more concrete strategic tips might have been more useful for researchers, citizen scientists, and NMA's from developing countries (which are not represented).
Chapter 14 addresses the important aspect of what constitutes true citizen participation and their rights to their city, using the Geodesign paradigm as a framework. I have to admit that I was not convinced of it although I like pragmatic approaches. However, the positivistic roots of Geodesign can prevent it from supporting normative approaches and strategic decisions: as it puts strong emphasis on what is available, it limits planning options to managing the feasible instead of aiming for the desirable.
The penultimate chapter on citizen science and citizen observatories is another 'list' chapter with similar advantages and disadvantages as the mentioned ones. The book concludes with a short chapter on future use of VGI.
In summary, the lack of stated purpose, structure, and sometimes context is probably the biggest drawback of this type of loosely edited book. Although it covers a lot of ground on the core topics related to citizen sensing and VGI, it raises the entry barrier especially for newcomers to the field (researchers from different disciplines, or undergraduate students), who might otherwise benefit more from the many positive aspects of this volume. However, the book provides introductory level summaries of recent research by prominent authors of the field. There is a rich and exhaustive list of projects, tools, and other resources, and the diverse combined experiences within the European research and NMA ecosystem, all of this available for free as searchable e-book. This makes the compendium a valuable resource for researchers from many different disciplines, who very likely find at least one or more chapters of interest.
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